DUTCH (DTCH)

**DTCH 000 Dutch As A Foreign Language**
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 101 Elementary Dutch I**
- A first semester language course covering the core Dutch grammar and vocabulary with the goal of providing the corner stone for developing overall linguistic proficiency in Dutch.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in fall term
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 102 Elementary Dutch II**
- Continuation of DTCH 101.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in spring term
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 103 Intermediate Dutch I**
- A third semester Dutch language course. The emphasis lies on vocabulary expansion through the use of audio-taped materials and readings. Grammar is expanded beyond the basics and focuses on compound sentences, features of text coherence and idiomatic language usage.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in fall term
- Prerequisites: Dutch 102 or equivalent.
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 104 Intermediate Dutch II**
- A fourth semester Dutch language course.
- For BA Students: Last Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in spring term
- Prerequisites: Dutch 103 or equivalent.
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 230 Topics in Dutch Studies.**
- Topics vary annually.
- Course not offered every year
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit
- Notes: Taught in English

**DTCH 261 Netherlandish Art**
- Dutch and Flemish painting in the 15th and 16th centuries with special emphasis on the contributions of Robert Campin, Jan van Eyck and Roger van der Weyden, Bosch, and Bruegel.
- Taught by: Silver
- Course not offered every year
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 262 Topics in North Baroque**
- Taught by: Silver
- Course not offered every year
- Activity: Seminar
- 1 Course Unit
- Notes: Topics vary.

**DTCH 501 Elementary Dutch I**
- A first semester Dutch language course covering the core Dutch grammar and vocabulary with the goal of providing the corner stone for developing overall linguistic proficiency in Dutch.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in fall term
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 502 Elementary Dutch II**
- Continuation of DTCH 501.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in spring term
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 503 Intermediate Dutch I**
- A third semester Dutch language course. The emphasis lies on vocabulary expansion through the use of audio-taped materials and readings. Grammar is expanded beyond the basics and focuses on compound sentences, features of text coherence and idiomatic language usage.
- For BA Students: Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in fall term
- Prerequisites: DTCH 502 or equivalent.
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 504 Intermediate Dutch II**
- For BA Students: Last Language Course
- Taught by: Naborn
- Course usually offered in spring term
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 530 Topics in Dutch Studies. Topic for Spring 2016: 20th Century Paintings and Literature in the Low Countries.**
- Topics vary annually. Topic for Spring 2016 is: “20th Century Paintings and Literature in the Low Countries”
- Course not offered every year
- Activity: Seminar
- 1 Course Unit

**DTCH 601 The Title for Spring 2014 is: German Prints & Drawings.**
- Development of the major graphic media and subjects from Schongauer through the sixteenth century. Regular visits to Philadelphia Museum of Art.
- Taught by Silver
- Course not offered every year
- Activity: Lecture
- 1 Course Unit
- Notes: Topics change annually.
DTCH 661 Topics in N. Ren Art
Course not offered every year
Activity: Seminar
1 Course Unit
Notes: Topics vary.

DTCH 665 Topics in North Baroque
Taught by: Silver, Larry
Course not offered every year
Activity: Seminar
1 Course Unit
Notes: Topics vary.